
Solve Contact Center Problems at the Root
In this report we tackle the most pervasive and costly problems inherent in contact center  
operations and show you how solving just one problem in particular has a positive cascading  
improvement effect on all others. The primary problems we’ll address, and resolve, in this  
report are the ones that have plagued contact center leaders for years. Specifically, they are: 

 1.	 Inaccurate	and	inconsistent	answers	to	customer	questions	 
 2. High AHT 
 3. Low agent morale  
 4. Too many escalated calls (Low FCR) 
 5. High agent turnover 
 6. High training costs 
	 7.	 Higher	operating	costs

Fortunately, there are cause-and-effect relationships among these problems. When mapped 
visually, as we do on the next page, it becomes easy to see the root cause, and therefore easy to 
identify the corrective action. 

IMPROVING 
CONTACT CENTER 
PERFORMANCE

WITH
VIRTUAL AGENT TECHNOLOGY

IDENTIFY AND SOLVE THE SINGLE ROOT CAUSE OF POOR 
PERFORMANCE AND HIGH OPERATING COSTS
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A Visual Map of the Vicious Cycle 
The good news about a vicious cycle is that, in this case, the starting point is easy to spot. This 
means that making an improvement at the front end will have a predictable positive impact on 
all the other problems in succession. 
Suboptimal knowledge management tools on the agent desktop is the root cause of all manner 
of problems and avoidable costs.  By “suboptimal knowledge management tools,” we mean any 
agent desktop experience that requires an agent to do one or more of the following:
 • use a legacy system that is cumbersome to navigate or slow to respond,
 • rely on a rudimentary keyword search tool that returns anything more than one  
  precise and accurate answer,
 • toggle through multiple screens to compare information or find answers,
 • scroll past one screen in order to find the information, 
 • remember where information is stored in your knowledgebase,
 • memorize a click path in order to access the content they need, or
 • deal with extraneous visual ‘clutter’ on their screens. 
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7. High Operating Costs

Root cause: Poor agent tools 
for getting answers

1. Inaccurate and 
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4. High Escalations



Stopping the Vicious Cycle: What Does it Look Like?
As the preceding illustration shows, the solution lies in optimizing the live agent desktop screens 
with a technology that delivers them the single, correct answer to any customer question 
instantly, at their fingertips. In their report, Navigate the Future of Customer Service, Forrester 
Research describes how an optimized agent screen (i.e. “workspace”) should look and perform: 
 “Customer service organizations will continue to work on simplifying the agent  
 workspace and making it more usable. This includes removing extraneous data  
 elements from agent screens, automating tasks to increase agent productivity,  
 and ensuring that relevant information is easily accessible to agents...”
To accomplish this, many organizations have simply deployed next generation knowledge  
management tools  (also known as “virtual agents” or “virtual assistants”) on agent desktops. 
These are the very same virtual agent technologies that are now used in online self-service  
deployments, where customers simply key in their question in natural language and get the  
one right answer, instantly. 
Below is an example of virtual agent technology deployed on contact center agent desktops. 
This virtual agent technology puts commonly-requested information at the agent’s desktop and 
allows the agent to enter a question in natural language and receive the approved, accurate 
answer in one click. 
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VIRTUAL AGENTS IN THE CONTACT CENTER  
What Kind of Results Are Reasonable to Expect?
Here’s how the benefits of equipping agents with the right technology, resolves each of the key 
issues from the vicious cycle diagram on page two. 

   PROBLEMS:     VIRTUAL AGENT SOLUTIONS:

Inaccurate and inconsistent 
answers to customer questions

Delivery of the one right approved answer to the agent’s screen virtually 
eliminates the chances of giving a customer the wrong information.

High AHT One right answer increases speed to response and therefore lowers AHT. 

Eliminates informal “queues” that exist within contact centers when CSRs 
seek assistance from more seasoned peers.

Low agent morale Delivering of one right answer and related information accessible with one 
click greatly reduces stress and frustration. 

Faster, more accurate responses help reps become better at their job, and 
achieve performance goals with greater regularity and ease.

Too many escalated calls  
(Low FCR)

Delivery of the single approved answer to the agent’s screen greatly  
reduces escalations and improves FCR scores.

High agent turnover A faster, easy-to-use, accurate virtual agent on the desktop makes the 
agent’s job far less stressful. 

Being able to fully resolve customer problems faster and with ease means 
agents have far fewer interactions with frustrated, angry customers.

High training cost A “single source of truth” virtual agent system, with instant answer delivery 
and related questions accessible with one click allows for rapider,  
streamlined training of new CSRs. 

The need to learn extraneous systems or keep physical binders  
is eliminated. 

Higher operating costs Cumulative effect of improved AHT, fewer escalations, lower turnover and 
streamlined training result in lower operating costs.

Organizations in a wide variety of industries have enjoyed significant results after  
implementing a virtual agent for their contact center agents. The breadth of improvement  
across three key performance metrics includes:  
 • FCR improvement of 25% to 50%
 • CSAT improvements of 20% to 50%
 • AHT improvements of up to 25%
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AHT Reduction and FTE Equivalent Savings 
One of the best ways to predict efficiency gains from a virtual agent solution is to have a team 
of live agents attempt to resolve a customer query using your existing knowledge management 
tool, and then solve the same query using the virtual agent technology.
IntelliResponse conducted this type of head-to-head comparison for a North American financial 
institution. Eight live agents with experience ranging from two months to five years were  
selected for the study.  Agents were given 28 questions and tasked with finding answers  
using two different systems. 
AHT for all 28 questions among the eight reps varied significantly between the legacy system, 
compared to the IntelliResponse Virtual Agent. Results are shown below.   
 

Daily Call Volume Seconds Saved  
Per Call

Seconds Saved  
per Day

Hours Saved  
per Day

FTE Equivalent  
Savings per Day

 3,100 39.3 sec 121,830 33.84 4.23
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Legacy System

IntelliResponse  
Virtual Agent 6.8 sec

41.6 sec

SECONDS SAVED PER CALL: 39.93

COMPARATIVE AHT 



Scaling Virtual Agent Technology to Other Channels
The ‘Vicious Cycle’ schematic on page 2 illustrates problems inherent within the contact center 
operation, which occur when agents have to rely on a poor knowledge management system on 
their desktops. 
A large volume of calls and emails entering the live agent channel will, of course, exacerbate the 
problems. Fortunately, the very same virtual agent technology that can be used in your agent 
channel can also be scaled across your web, mobile and social channels as a customer-facing 
digital self-service tool.
Digital self-service drastically reduces call and email volumes from reaching your contact center 
because customers who visit your digital channels utilize the virtual agent technology to ask 
questions in natural language, and get the single, correct answer.
An example of a customer-facing deployment is shown here: 

Escalation options 
are easy to find.

The Virtual Agent delivers the SINGLE right 
answer, rather than pages of search results. 
This means higher FCR, call and email 
deflection of up to 50%, and significant cost 
savings that result from this new efficiency.

Intent recognition enables the Virtual Agent to provide links to highly RELEVANT info that the 
customer is likely to be interested in next, further helping to reduce the need for escalation.

A Virtual Agent delivers the single correct answer to customer questions.
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What’s more, customers can enjoy these highly satisfying and self-directed resolutions regardless of 
device or channel, as shown here:

Customers of CIBC, a major global bank, enter their question in natural language into the virtual 
agent, using a desktop, tablet or mobile phone. The one right answer is then instantly provided, 
properly sized to the form factor. There is no scrolling or searching required.

Here are the benefits contact center managers can expect as a result of deflecting thousands,  
or hundreds of thousands of calls and emails by deploying a virtual agent in your digital channels:

 • Call, email and chat volumes decrease by 40% or more
 •	 Low	complexity	informational	requests	are	handled	by	the	customer,	 
  instead of the agent 
 •	 Agents	can	focus	on	delivering	higher	value	assistance	that	requires	more	interaction		
	 	 such	as	screen-sharing	or	an	activity	that	generates	revenue	such	as	upselling	and	 
  cross-selling
 • Agent engagement and morale increases, since the nature of the calls are  
	 	 less	repetitive
 •	 The	agent	can	have	a	greater	impact	on	the	customer	service	experience	versus	acting		
	 	 as	a	live	“robot”	that	simply	offers	the	same	basic	customer-service	information	 
	 	 hundreds	of	times	each	week
 • Consistency of answers across all channels improves when customers and agents are  
  using the very same virtual agent technology to retrieve the single correct answer for 
	 	 every	question 
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info@intelliresponse.com 1-866-454-0084

Get a Free, No Obligation Analysis of  
Your Website’s Self-Service Performance

Compliments of IntelliResponse and Forrester Research, Inc. 

Next Steps?
Freeing your contact center from the  
vicious cycle of problems begins with 
equipping your live agents with a  
virtual agent technology that greatly  
simplifies their work and enhances  
their job performance. IntelliResponse 
Virtual Agents deliver cost savings and  
revenue opportunities to hundreds of 
organizations worldwide. Contact us  
today to see how easy it is to have an 
IntelliResponse Virtual Agent powering 
your live support and digital self-service 
interactions.
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